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Press release – Designers Saturday 2021 
 
 
Versatile applications, greater sustainability and a new colour  
 
Whether a new cabinet unit with swing door, a generously sized multi-purpose shelf or sophisticated 
accessories made from sustainable materials – all new products from String Furniture for 2021 have one 
thing in common: Their wide range of possibilities makes the String System even more flexible and 
functional. Other important additions are the String System for outdoor areas, which for the first time is 
freestanding, and a timeless, nature-inspired colour for the String Pocket. 
 
See and download all hi-res photos here: https://stringfurniture.com/photo-gallery  
 
 
The String Media Shelf  
 
String Furniture presents the Media shelf! A sophisticated solution for electronic devices with cables. The 
50 cm-deep shelf provides space for your laptop, music system, loudspeaker, screen or charging station 
and blends harmoniously into the proven String System in the 58 cm wide version. Cables can be cleverly 
routed through the opening in the shelf, while the rear edge also secures the shelf and the delicate devices 
stored on it. The new depth also makes it possible to use the shelf as a small work surface. 
 
 
Slim cabinet with swing door  
 
A smaller 58 cm wide cabinet has been added to the current cabinet range and it has a new function: a 
door that opens outwards. The swing door makes it simple to quickly stash things away, and offers 
completely new storage options for small spaces. 
 
 
Sustainable accessories – not just for the kitchen  
 
Functional kitchen furniture with flexible storage solutions: String Furniture kitchen shelves are the perfect 
kitchen helpers. The secret to designing shelving solutions for a wide range of kitchen scenarios lies in 
clever accessories. And these are the new arrivals for 2021: 
 
 
Plate rack  
 
Plate rack: the new rack saves space on the String shelf in small kitchens. Plates can be positioned as you 
prefer, sideways or facing forward. Alternatively, the versatile rack is also suitable for cutting boards or can 
be used to store records, magazines and drawing pads in the living room. 
 
 
Renewable Bottle tray  
 
The new bottle tray keeps everything in place! The bottle tray is made of cork, a renewable raw material, 
and is precisely tailored to fit the metal shelves in the String System. It’s designed to hold two bottles and is 
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available in a two-pack. The natural material gives the bottle tray a soft character and is obviously not just 
for bottles.   
 
 
Cork underlay  
 
A new shelf insert is a practical kitchen aid! In addition to the bottle tray, String Furniture now also offers 
matching cork underlays for the metal inserts of the System. Perfectly matched to the shelves, they can 
accommodate hot pots and pans on the String shelves. The functional inserts can also be used as pot 
stands on the dining table.  
 
 
Divider inserts  
 
Tailored to the shelf inserts, new cork dividers can split the shelf into handy compartments, for cutlery and 
other kitchen utensils.   
Alternatively, the divider inserts can also provide a clear layout for the String System without cork 
underlays. 
 
 
Sustainable Organizers  
 
The already well-known organizers are now available in a biocomposite material in the colours beige, grey 
and black. The 3-pack contains three different sizes of organizers, that you simply hang on the sides of the 
String System wall panels to keep small items organized and within easy reach.  
 
 
Metal Outdoor String System now stands on its own feet 
 
Welcome to the great outdoors: with new galvanized posts and a rear wall, the String Outdoor now has a 
free-standing version for outdoor and indoor use.  
 
The posts are almost one metre high, with adjustable feet, and makes she shelving system completely free-
standing. It makes the weatherproof all-rounder accessible from both sides and provides a wide range of 
design options and functions for gardens and terraces. The rear panel is equipped with holes for hooks, 
where you can hang tools, flowerpots etc. For additional stability, the free-standing shelving system is 
fastened to the ground. 
 
 
New year, new colour: The String Pocket in sage 
 
The smallest shelf in the range is famous for its colourful designs.   
This year, the String Pocket comes in a soft, deep grey green, with powder-coated wall panels that gives 
them a matt finish. The timeless, classic colour matches the nuances of the rest of the range and makes it 
easy to combine multiple String Pocket shelves. The wall shelves doesn’t only have to be combined 
vertically or diagonally – two string pockets can be combined to create a 1.80-metre horizontal shelf. 
 
 
For more info, contact our press contact: Victoria Friis | victoria@stringfurniture.com | +46 40 18 70 01 


